Structure and energy difference of two isomers of He-CH3F.
The intermolecular potential surface of He-CH(3)F is investigated through ab initio calculations and microwave and millimeter-wave spectroscopies. The intermolecular potential is calculated at the fourth-order Møller-Plesset level with a large basis set including bond functions. Three minimums exist, the deepest of which is at the carbon end of the C-F axis and has a depth of 46.903 cm(-1), the second deepest is in a T-shaped position relative to the C-F axis with a depth of 44.790 cm(-1), and the shallowest is at the fluorine end of the C-F axis with a depth of 30.929 cm(-1). The barrier to internal rotation of the CH(3)F subunit about its C-F axis is very low, thus leading to essentially free internal rotation and two separate sets of bound states correlating to ortho-CH(3)F (|K| = 3n) for the ground, or A, internal rotor state upon which this study focuses, and to para-CH(3)F (|K| = 3n +/- 1) for the excited, or E, internal rotor state. Bound-state calculations of the A state performed using two different techniques show the lowest-energy state to have the helium localized in the T-shaped well with an energy of -11.460 cm(-1), while two excited configurations of the A state have the helium localized either in the well at the carbon end ("linear") with an energy of -7.468 cm(-1) or in the well at the fluorine end ("antilinear") with an energy of -4.805 cm(-1). Spectroscopic observations confirm the predicted energy-level structure of the ground and first excited states. Sixteen transitions between 12 distinct energy levels have been observed, including pure rotational transitions of both the T-shaped ground state and the linear excited state, as well as rovibrational transitions between the ground state and the linear excited state. The energy difference between the T-shaped state and the linear state is measured to be 132 374.081(16) MHz. There is significant Coriolis mixing of the ground state J(K(a)K(c)) = 2(20) and the linear J(K) = 2(0) levels which aided in the observation of the T to linear transitions. This mixing and the T to linear energy difference are sensitive probes of the relative well depths of the two lowest minimums and are well predicted by the ab initio potential. Improved agreement between experiment and theory is obtained by morphing the correlation energy of the potential. He-CH(3)F is one of just a few atom-molecule complexes for which the ground-state geometry does not coincide with the global potential minimum.